S3. Various patterns in LEMs
Figure S2 Various codes on LEM-PINs., a, various patterns achievable with our system. b, 2-D codes including dot, bar, and QR codes. Figure S2 shows LEM-PINs containing various patterns. Since the patterns on mold were fabricated by photolithography, there was no geometic limitation such as island patterns in concentric rings which were impossible or difficult to achieve in conventional microfluidic system for hydrogel particle generation. [3] Furthermore, the smallest feature size which was achieved in this study was 5 μm in width, which led to extremely high encoding capacity according to diverse coding strategies. The opentime of the solenoid valve was modulated to change the dimension of the particles.
As increasing the opentime of the solenoid valve, the volume of the particles became linearly larger ranging from 3 nl to 30 nl. The dimension uniformity was quite good with the variation less than 10 % even in the smallest particles. The non-local means filter [1] is first applied to reduce the noises in the image while preserving fine details and sharp edges. The circle that enclose the shotcode is then detected using the Hough transform [2] under the assumption that the radius of the shotcode in the image is known according to the image resolution. Finally we use the GrabCut algorithm [3] to segment the pattern, the dark region, inside of the detected circle. Here the pixels around the inside border of the circle are used to model the color distribution of the pattern. The shotcode can then be easily decoded once this pattern is segmented out from the image. In order to see the effect of primer amount existence in PIN during PCR, the serially halved amounts of primer from 200 fmol/nl as a final concentration of primer in PIN were tested through amplification with same concentration of template. As a result, the Ct values showed no significant change by the amount of primer even though lowering to 5 fmol/nl. However, the primer concentration less than 5 fmol/nl led to upshift of Ct values which might be resulted from the lack of the primers to be reacted. For stable experiments in this study, 100 fmol/nl was chosen for final concentration of primer in PIN. The rinsing after curing is essential to remove the unbound primers as well as porogen in the particles. The effect of rinsing after curing the particles was described in Fig. S5 . Three cases were tested and which were no, partially, and fully rinsed particles. Partial or full rinsing means the repetition of vortex, centrifugation, and buffer change two or five times, respectively. As a result, there were dim fluorescence around the particles in no and partially rinsed cases, while no fluorescence around fully rinsed particles at all. This was consistent in gel electrophoresis of the surrounding solution of the particles after PCR. There was no band in fully rinsed particles, whereas the others had band indicating amplicons resulted from unbound primers remained in the particles. Based on these experiments, we found that the particles should be rinsed fully in order to confine the fluorescence and eliminate the influence to other particles resulted from the amplification only in the particles. For the precisely quantitative analysis of the miRNAs, small variation of the template concentration should be distinguishable in qPCR. The PIN-based qPCRs with small difference in concentration of the template were carried out to see the quantitative resolution. Figure S7 Shows that the double difference in concentration can be clearly distinguished. In order to verify uniformity of particle-based qPCR, we carried out the qPCRs on different channels or many particles in single channel. According to the amplification of the same sample in 10 separate wells, the results showed juxtaposed Ct values at 19.47 with a standard deviation
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